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L&E Global is the worldwide leader for cross-border labour and employment law services. Spanning 6 continents, L&E 
Global’s member firms are ideally situated to provide clients with pragmatic, commercial advice necessary to achieve 
their objectives, wherever they operate. 

Our members work closely with corporate, legal, human resources departments and 
corporate executives across a variety of sectors and industries to address the strategic 
and tactical issues that arise in the workplace.

When you engage one of our member firms, you will work with a responsible partner 
who will bring together an international team with the appropriate expertise, coordinate 
all labour & employment services and communicate regularly with you to ensure that 
your needs are being met and that you are satisfied with our services, as part of L&E 
Global’s systematic quality plan that we call ‘QualityWorkx©’.

Service and quality are the leitmotifs of 
everything we do at l&e global 

L&E Global has been awarded 
“Elite” status among the global-
wide employment law networks 
in Chambers Global 2018.

http://www.leglobal.org


1. EfficiEnt Handling of intErnational labour 
and EmpLOymEnt mattErS –
this requires the operation of seamless cross-border 
teams, who are able to function as a single, unified 
entity. We believe that L&E Global is truly defining a new 
standard in global law firm alliances.  

2. QuaLity COntrOL and COnSiStEnCy –
Our clients tell us that in multi-jurisdictional matters 
and comparative studies, they benefit not only from 
our extensive international footprint, but also from our 
high degree of partner involvement, which ensures the 
continuity, reliability and efficiency of our services.

our experience taught us that there are a number of 
components required for the delivery of a seamless 
service: 

miSSion 
In our ever-evolvIng quest to provIde InnovatIve solutIons to our 
clIents, we have adopted three core prIncIples:

• dedicated, appropriately staffed client team
• Single point of contact
• Simplified billing arrangements
• Efficient cross-border advice and counsel

3. FLExibLE FEE arranGEmEntS –
With L&E Global firms, clients receive high value services 
at competitive rates, from dedicated lawyers who work 
side-by-side with them to establish long-term business 
relationships. Our members also have experience 
working with alternative pricing arrangements such 
as blended rates, fixed fees, capped fees, success fees 
and more, and they are prepared to work with you to 
reach an agreement that best suits your needs and your 
budget. 

“Excellent level of expertise’ that is particularly sought after for ‘highly technical issues in employment 
and social security law’. Its lawyers, who are ‘available, very responsive and have great listening skills.”  

– Legal 500 EMEA 2018
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GLObaL prESEnCE, LOCaL pErSpECtivE
Even in the era of far-reaching international trade agreements and regional economic and political partnerships, 
the majority of laws and regulations governing the workplace are still determined by the individual countries where 
employees work. Employment and pension law is comprehensive, but also complex and at times even contradictory. 

our contacts with employment lawyers in 80+ countries worldwide help clients navigate the maze of employment 
regulations, contractual agreements and other legal requirements employers have to contend with in their business. 
in addition, we help our clients become more efficient by assisting in the business decision process and pointing out 
ways of implementing decisions as early and as cost-effectively as possible. Our lawyers discuss the risks, opportunities 
and alternatives available to clients. Our employment law specialists counsel clients on labour law issues affecting 
businesses across the globe, including:

our expertiSe 

• assessing workplace compliance challenges
• Works council – co-determination and consultation
• Cross-border trade union actions
• Collective redundancies
• transfer of undertakings
• data protection

• Employee codes of conduct, policies, and work rules
• minimising and defending claims of discrimination
• pensions and other employee benefits
• Global mobility / immigration
• trainings programs – Executives, Company, 
 Seminars, Webinars, Workshops

“Strong experience advising international companies.” 
– The Legal 500 EMEA 2018

http://www.leglobal.org


in a world where law firms’ quality of service and fees 
are under constant pressure, L&E Global’s member 
firms have successfully deepened and diversified their 
existing practices in order to provide comprehensive 
employment law services to clients ranging from large, 
multinational corporations to entrepreneurial and 
emerging companies seeking to enter international 
markets. 

in order to better meet the needs of our clients and to 
reflect the reality of their business, we have bundled our 
expertise into several key sectors:

our clientS 
• technology, media & Communications
• Financial services
• manufacturing
• pharmaceuticals & Lifesciences
• Consumer products
• retail
• Energy
• automotive

“Exceptional value on content and guidance for 
all employment law topics and timely responses.”

– Chambers Europe 2018 
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• L&E GLObaL’s member firms recently reviewed a 
global discrimination/harassment policy for a leading 
commercial property insurer of more than one-third 
of fortunE 1000-size companies in order to bring 
the policy in line with national legislation. L&E Global 
is working with this client in 40 countries worldwide 
impacting more than 5,100 employees.

• L&E GLObaL’s member firms currently instruct  
a manufacturer of optical systems, industrial 
measurements and medical devices with more than 
24,000 employees worldwide on workforce reductions 
and related matters in select regions in asia, Europe 
and north america.

• L&E GLObaL’s member firms are counseling a 
multinational conglomerate of 670 companies and 
more than 180,000 employees worldwide with regards 

selection of client engagementS 
to employment contracts, severance payments in case 
of termination of the contract and secondments, 
among other issues, in 25 jurisdictions across 6 
continents.

• L&E GLObaL’s member firms advised a diversified 
retail and wholesale/cash and carry group on all 
international employment law matters impacting more 
than 244,000 employees in 30+ countries worldwide.

• Working on behalf of a multinational container 
shipping company, a proposal has been submitted 
regarding the review of template employment 
contracts for Gdpr compliance in six jurisdictions 
(France, Germany, Sweden, italy, netherlands, and 
belgium).    

“Very skilled and solution-oriented, able to give hands-on advice and 
suggest alternatives based on their solid in-depth knowledge.” 

– Chambers Europe 2018 

http://www.leglobal.org


L&E Global regularly sponsors and participates in international conferences presented by prestigious institutions.

increasingly, society expects businesses to integrate Corporate Social responsibility (CSr) and sustainability into their 
operations. L&E Global and our member firms are dedicated to improving the community of employers and employees, 
and the field of labour and employment law in general and have consequently developed a variety of programmes and 
policies to effect positive change. 

bEst in class
many of our firms provide legal advice to charitable institutions on a pro bono basis including, among many others: 

global partnershIps

our commitment to society

“Their lawyers provide innovative solutions to complex problems.” 
– Chambers Europe 2018 
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the world is changing, and innovation is key in every business, including the legal industry. at L&E Global we have 
an international team that is working across borders on legal technology. L&E Global is a member of the European 
Legal technology association (ELta), an association of law firms, companies, legal technology providers, start-ups, and 
individuals in Europe. L&E Global is continuously researching and working with legal technology tools which can be an 
added value to our clients in order to save billing time and consequently provide the client with specific advice more 
efficiently.

legal technology

PUSCH WAHLIG LEGAL honoured with the STP Legal 
Innovation Award in the category “Special” in 2018.

L&E Global was shortlisted by The Lawyer European Awards 2018 for 
“Global Network of the Year” (winner in 2016 and shortlisted in 2017). 

http://www.leglobal.org
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L&E Global has developed specialised, client-focused 
knowhow publications as part of our added-value 
services. Our members are committed to offering clients 
the most comprehensive legal analysis capabilities and 
insight from around the world, now and in the future.

l&E global KnoWlEdgE cEntrE 
– the L&E Global Knowledge Centre is a centralised, 
interactive database where you can explore labour 
and employment law resources from more than 40 
countries worldwide. this site has been designed to help 
employers stay up-to-date on the trending legal issues 
that could impact the workplace. 
Visit: https://knowledge.leglobal.org

enriched services

“Clients appreciate that “on top of their 
legal ability the lawyers are able to gear 
advice towards our business.”

– Chambers Europe 2018 

international 
Offices

120+

Operating 
across six 
Continents

6
Operating 
across six 
Continents

6
attorneys Worldwide 

1500+

24
Member firms

http://https://knowledge.leglobal.org
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oPEning uP sHoP 
– L&E Global’s Opening up Shop e-compendium and 
interactive microsite present country-specific, tailor-
made checklists and guidelines to assist employers 
seeking to open operations in a new jurisdiction. 
Each report provides insights into three key areas: (1) 
Labour and employment requirements; (2) Corporate 
requirements; and (3) payroll and benefits providers. 
Visit: https://knowledge.leglobal.org/ous/

EMPloYMEnt laW tracKEr 
– L&E Global’s Employment Law tracker is our highly-
anticipated monthly bulletin containing country-specific 
articles with an international focus, detailing recent 
case law, legislation or other workplace law-related 
observations that may impact the operations of clients 
in various sectors. visit: https://knowledge.leglobal.
org/subjects/articles/. if you would like to receive the 
employment law tracker, please send an e-mail to: 
leglobal@leglobal.org. 

EmpLOymEnt LaW OvErviEWS and intEraCtivE 
countrY coMParison tool 
– L&E Global’s popular series of Employment Law 
Overviews provide country-specific summaries of key 
labour and employment law matters, such as hiring 
practices, employment contracts, anti-discrimination 
laws, termination of employment contracts, 
authorisation of foreign employees, social media and 
data privacy, etc. 

http://www.leglobal.org
https://knowledge.leglobal.org/ous/
http://leglobal@leglobal.org


- 40 JURISDICTIONS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS -

as a bonus feature, L&E Global has developed a unique 
and innovative online research platform, the Country 
Comparison tool, which allows visitors to automatically 
generate an interactive, country-by-country comparison 
on the most important employment law matters 
across multiple jurisdictions at once. With the Country 
Comparison tool, you can, for example, research hiring 
practices in belgium, brazil, Canada, China, new Zealand 
and the united states. 
Visit: https://knowledge.leglobal.org/research/ 

GLObaL HandbOOKS and intEraCtivE miCrOSitE 
– Our anthology of global handbooks provide practical 
advice and guidance to clients on a host of complex 
issues impacting a multitude of industries, in every 
region of the world. With analyses from key jurisdictions 
throughout the globe, these comprehensive publications 
have become a valuable resource for Hr professionals, 
employment and corporate attorneys, academics and 
jurists, worldwide. 

L&E Global also launched its first 
interactive microsite based on our 
2017 Global Handbook entitled, 
Employees vs independent contractors: 
understanding the distinction between 
contractors and employees and the re-
characterisation of a contractor into an 
employee. 

Visit: https://knowledge.leglobal.org/eic 

WEbinars 
– L&E Global’s members regularly host webinars on a 
variety of trending legal topics that are important to 
employers operating both nationally and across borders. 
Visit: https://knowledge.leglobal.org/subjects/event/webinar/ 
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“The team members have considerable legal 
expertise and a desire to find a positive outcome 
and not just stick to the letter of the law, but to 
find a solution.”

– Chambers Europe 2018 

https://knowledge.leglobal.org/research/ 
https://knowledge.leglobal.org/eic
https://knowledge.leglobal.org/subjects/event/webinar/ 
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we cover the world

“Very detail-oriented, patient and able to 
assess things from the client’s standpoint.”

– Chambers Asia Pacific 2018 

http://www.leglobal.org


• buenos aires
• One client refers to the firm as having “high levels of 

specialisation in this practice area.” up-and-coming partner nicolás 
Grandi receives positive feedback from clients, with one declaring: 
“i am very happy with the service he provides. He is articulate, 
responsive and practical.” band 4 Chambers Latin america 2018.

• at allende & brea, nicolás Grandi is the key contact for employment 
law and is highlighted as “extremely effective.” band 4 in the Legal 
500 2017

• nicolás Grandi, partner, ng@allendebrea.com.ar

• Sydney, melbourne and brisbane
• “a great level of service, with quick response times and well-

structured advice.” band 4 in the Legal 500 2017
• Harmers won the 2017 Lawyers Weekly ‘Workplace relations 

& Employment team of the year’, the inaugural 2017 Human 
resources director magazine’s Hr Service provider awards ‘Gold 
medal for Employment Law’ and the 2017 australasian Law awards 
‘Employment Law Specialist Firm of the year’. 

• michael Harmer, partner, michael.harmer@harmers.com.au

• brussels
• Clients are impressed with the “speed, reactivity 
 and the good advice that we get.” band 3 Chambers Europe 2018
• van Olmen & Wynant’s team has “strong experience advising 

international companies”, with group head Chris van Olmen 
arguably “the leading labour lawyer in belgium.” band 2 in the Legal 
500 2018

• Chris van Olmen, partner, chris.van.olmen@vow.be

• Offices across brazil, including Sao paulo, rio de Janeiro, 
 brasilia, Campinas and porto alegre
• market commentators highlight the team’s capabilities and praise 

its “high-quality service and immediate availability to the client. 
their biggest strength is the timeliness with which they respond to 
demands.” Other sources observe: “all of their professionals have a 
remarkable understanding of brazilian labour law and its impact on 
global companies.” band 1 in Chambers Latin america 2018

• With nine partners covering labour and employment matters, 
tozziniFreire advogados acts in relation to employment claims, 
mass terminations, strikes and negotiations with unions, as well as 
corporate governance structures. band 1 in the Legal 500 2017

• mihoko Sirley Kimura, partner, mkimura@tozzinifreire.com.br

- arGEntina

- auStraLia

- bELGium

- braZiL
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• toronto, London, Hamilton
• Ontario-based boutique with a dedicated labour and employment 

focus. noted for the broad bench of specialised practitioners. band 
2 chambers canada 2018

• Ontario boutique Filion Wakely thorup angeletti acts solely for 
employers on all aspects of employment law. band 2 in the legal 
500 2018

• robert bayne, partner, rbayne@filion.on.ca

• Santiago de Chile
• One interviewee underlines: “We are very satisfied with the 

lawyers.” Clients appreciate head of department ricardo tisi’s 
“customer-oriented approach, adjusting his recommendations not 
only to the local legal standards but putting into perspective the 
international standards as well.”  band 2 Chambers Latin america 
2018

• Cariola díez pérez-Cotapos is best known for its expertise in 
collective bargaining, immigration and the labour law issues of 
company restructurings. band 2 in the Legal 500 2017

• ricardo tisi, partner, rtisi@cariola.cl

• Offices across mainland China, including beijing and 
 Shanghai with more than 200 partners and 900 professionals, and 

also in tokyo, Japan
• Labor & Employment Firm of the year 2016 - China Law practice
• the team wins praise for being “very detail-oriented, patient and 

able to assess things from the client’s standpoint. the lawyers are 
experienced and give timely responses.” band 2 in Chambers asia 
pacific 2018

• Carol Zhu, partner, carol.zhu@zhonglun.com

• paris
• Clients appreciate the firm’s in-depth insight and “commercial 

approach to difficult matters” and praise in particular its “expertise 
and reliability.” band 1 Chambers Europe 2018

• Flichy Grangé avocats is to be “recommended without moderation.” 
the large 70-strong boutique has an “excellent level of expertise” 
that is particularly sought after for “highly technical issues in 
employment and social security law.” band 1 in the Legal 500 2018

• Joel Grange, partner, grange@flichy.com

- Canada

- CHiLE

- CHina

- FranCE

http://www.leglobal.org
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• berlin, düsseldorf, Frankfurt am main and munich
• Employment Law Firm of the year – JuvE awards 2017
• Clients appreciate that the team offers “exceptional value on content 

and guidance for all employment law topics and timely responses.” 
Clients also highlight that the lawyers “can use the appropriate 
language with whomever they are talking to in the company and 
look for the right solution for us.” band 4 Chambers Europe 2018

• tobias pusch, partner, pusch@pwwl.de

• Offices throughout india, including bangalore, mumbai and delhi
• at indusLaw, avik biswas assists Exotel techcom with amendments 

to its existing senior management structure and establishing 
new operations outside india and ran Chakrabarti represents 
international Orthopedic rehabilitation & prevention (india) before 
the delhi High Court in proceedings filed by a former employee. 
band 2 in the Legal 500 2017

• avik biswas heads the employment law practice at indusLaw and 
is particularly well known for his experience handling employment 
contracts, compensations, audits and anti-sexual harassment 
proceedings. band 3 chambers 2018

• avik biswas, partner, avik.biswas@induslaw.com

• milan, naples, bari, Genoa, padua, pescar and rome
• the “excellent” LabLaw - Studio Legale is particularly well versed 

in employment litigation, industrial labour relations and m&a due 
diligence. Luca Failla has a “creative and innovative approach.” band 
2 in the Legal 500 2018

• Clients are effusive in praising the firm’s business acumen and 
high-quality service, with one reporting: “it is a great law firm that 
offers in court and out-of-court assistance in a short time, delivering 
results and focusing on business. it stands out for its efficient general 
organisation and its tailor-made approach to business needs. the 
team is well prepared and motivated to achieve their goals. the 
discussions we have with the team members on strategy are always 
valuable and the results they achieve for us are very good.” band 2 
chambers Europe 2018

• Luca Failla, partner, l.failla@lablaw.com

- GErmany

- india

- itaLy
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“High-quality service and immediate availability to the 
client,” adding: “Their biggest strength is the timeliness 
with which they respond to demands.” 

– Chambers Latin America 2018
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• Luxembourg
• Clients praise the “great service” the firm provides, describing the 

team as “very knowledgeable and dedicated, strategy minded and 
careful with the deadlines and the interests of their clients.” band 1 
chambers Europe 2018

• praised for its “extensive knowledge of labour law”, Kleyr | Grasso 
provides “a responsive service” to domestic and international 
clients. band 1 in the Legal 500 2018

• Christian Jungers, partner, christian.jungers@kleyrgrasso.com 

• mexico City
• a client notes: “the service is always timely and the lawyers are 

really committed to providing constant support to my company.” 
band 4 in Chambers Latin america 2018

• the “very reputable” de la vega & martínez rojas, S.C. was founded 
in 2016 and boasts two of the country’s best-known employment 
lawyers: Oscar de la vega and ricardo martínez rojas, who is 
considered “one of the foremost social security lawyers in the 
country.” band 2 in the Legal 500 2017

• Oscar de La vega, partner, odelavega@dlvmr.com.mx

• amsterdam
• Employment boutique palthe Oberman is “very much on top of its 

game”, and “aware of all the latest issues and developments.” band 
4 in the Legal 500 2018

• market sources consider the firm to have “good and practical 
lawyers with a good track record for dismissal cases and works 
council matters.” band 3 in Chambers Europe 2018

• Christiaan Oberman, partner, oberman@paltheoberman.nl 

• auckland
• Clients appreciate the boutique’s specialist knowledge and skill, as 

well as its excellent service: “they’re very professional, experienced 
and responsive.” another client: “they know our business very 
well, and are familiar with employment-related legislation.” band 1 
Chambers asia pacific 2018

• Employment boutique Sbm Legal in auckland is “one of the best in 
the country” and “rates extremely high on all factors.” band 1 in the 
Legal 500 2017

• don mackinnon, partner, don@sbmlegal.co.nz

- mExiCO

- nEtHErLandS

- nEW ZEaLand

- LuxEmbOurG
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• Oslo
• at employment boutique advokatfirmaet Storeng, beck & due 

Lund (SbdL) da, the “incredibly experienced” team counts founding 
partners nils Storeng who “makes sure he understands the client to 
the best of his ability” and the “extremely knowledgeable” arve due 
Lund as key practitioners. band 3 in the Legal 500 2018

• Sources say: “they’re strong as a niche firm who are focused on 
employment.” band 4 Chambers Europe 2018

• terje Gerhard andersen, partner, terje.andersen@sbdl.no 

• Cracow and Warsaw
• Sources recommend the practice, with one impressed interviewee 

reporting that the firm is “One of the strongest players in the field.” 
band 2 chambers Europe 2018

• a Sobczyk i Wspólpracownicy Law Offices is “an undisputed market 
leader” that combines “academic knowledge with cross-sector 
expertise.” band 1 in the Legal 500 2018

• arkadiusz Sobczyk, partner, arkadiusz.sobczyk@sobczyk.com.pl

• Offices in Lisbon, porto and Funchal (madeira), 
 and also alliance offices in angola and mozambique
• Clients praise the insight the team offers, describing the “excellent 

planning and strategic approach to each case.” they also highlight 
the department for its “specific knowledge and expertise in 
employment law,” in addition to the “excellent communication with 
the lawyers.” band 1 Chambers Europe 2018

• morais Leitão’s team of “skilled professionals” cover all areas of 
labour and employment work. band 1 in the Legal 500, 2018.

• pedro pardal Goulão, partner, pgoulao@mlgts.pt

• bucharest and Constanta
• Sources are impressed by the team’s responsiveness, with one 

client highlighting that the lawyers are “dedicated and ambitious.” 
another adds: “i really appreciate the availability of the firm and the 
willingness to create, innovate and find solutions.” Clients further 
highlight that the “whole team has a deep and extensive knowledge 
of labour issues. they are always capable of delivering the work 
within an agreed timeframe.” band 1 Chambers Europe 2018

• Employment boutique magda volonciu and associates’ team has “a 
great eye for details.” band 1 in the Legal 500 2018

• magda volonciu, partner, magdavolonciu@volonciu.ro

- pOLand

- pOrtuGaL

- rOmania
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- nOrWay
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• Zurich
• Well-known for providing exceptional service and pragmatic advice. 

Full range of employment services, including social security, data 
protection, immigration and employment litigation.

• Labour and employment team consists of seasoned lawyers who 
have accumulated years of experience with business law firms and 
as in-house counsels of international corporations.

• andré Lerch, partner, Lerch@hhl-law.ch

• London, aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Guildford, Leeds, 
manchester, newcastle, Oxford

• Clients say: “there’s a commercial and pragmatic approach across 
the team and they are very responsible and flexible.” Others add: 
“they provide full legal advice on an international level with offices 
globally and excellent global connections with countries they don’t 
have offices in.” band 3 Chambers uK 2018

• Clyde & Co LLp’s group is highly rated for its “highly knowledgeable, 
commercially driven and client-focused advice” in tribunal claims 
and the employment aspects of corporate transactions. band 5 in 
the Legal 500 2017

• robert Hill, partner, robert.hill@clydeco.com

• barcelona and madrid
• Clients appreciate that the firm couples strong knowledge of the 

law with a flexible and business-oriented approach. “the team 
members have considerable legal expertise and a desire to find a 
positive outcome and not just stick to the letter of the law, but to 
find a solution”. 

• Sources say: “the international ability of the lawyers makes working 
with them at an international level much easier, surer and more 
economical.” the firm is recognised for being “very specialised” in 
employment law. band 3 chambers Europe 2018

• ivan Suarez, partner, isuarez@bufetesuarez.com

• Stockholm
• advokatfirman Cederquist’s “excellent” team is led by the “very 

professional and experienced” robert Stromberg. it includes 
the “extremely knowledgeable” Jens tillqvist and counsel Jenny 
Jilmstad. band 1 in the Legal 500 2017

• Clients appreciate that “on top of their legal ability the lawyers 
are able to gear advice towards our business.” Other clients praise 
the team as being “very skilled and solution-oriented, able to give 
hands-on advice and suggest alternatives based on their solid in-
depth knowledge.” band 1 Chambers Europe 2018

• robert Stromberg, partner, robert.stromberg@cederquist.se
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- SWitZErLand

- SWEdEn

- Spain
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• more than 850 attorneys in major cities nationwide, 
including the main hubs new york City, Chicago, Los angeles, 
atlanta, Washington dC, Seattle

• a number of interviewees note the firm’s hugely impressive 
geographical coverage: “What i like is that they have always got 
somebody any time i have an issue who is expert in that issue in 
that place, and they can handle it for me.” another source states: 
“they are extremely responsive and they give practical advice, from 
litigation strategies to practical advice on how to manage the issues 
we come across.” band 3 Chambers uSa 2018

• Jackson Lewis p.C.’s “solution-oriented and timely team” stands out 
for its “excellent cost value” and “outstanding work product.” band 
3 in the Legal 500 2017

• John Sander, principal, John.Sander@jacksonlewis.com

 

- unitEd StatES
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“I really appreciate the availability and the 
willingness to create, innovate and find solutions.”

– Chambers Europe 2018 

mailto:John.sander%40jacksonLewis.com?subject=


l&E global
avenue louise 221
b 1050 brussels
belgium
t +32 2 64 32 633
E leglobal@leglobal.org
W www.leglobal.org

Jeroen douwes
Executive director 
m +31615585082
t +31203446100
E jeroen.douwes@leglobal.org

L&E Global CVBA is a civil company under Belgian Law that coordinates an alliance of independent member firms. L&E Global provides no client services. Such services are solely provided by the member firms in their respective jurisdictions. In certain circumstanc-
es, L&E Global is used as a brand or business name in relation to and by some or all of the member firms. L&E Global CVBA and its member firms are legally distinct and separate entities. They do not have, and nothing contained herein shall be construed to place 
these entities in, the relationship of parents, subsidiaries, agents, partners or joint ventures. No member firm has any authority (actual, apparent, implied or otherwise) to bind L&E Global CVBA or any other member firm in any manner whatsoever.
 
This L&E Global publication is intended for informational purposes only. Nothing in the document is to be considered as either creating an attorney client relationship between the reader and L&E Global, or any of the law firms that are part of the L&E Global alli-
ance and/or named in the publication, or as rendering of legal advice for any specific matter. Readers are responsible for obtaining such advice from law firms of L&E Global upon retaining their services. The independent law firms of L&E Global are not responsible 
for the acts or omissions of each other, nor may any firm or any of its partners or other employees, act as agent for any other L&E Global firm. Absent the express agreement and consent of the parties involved, no L&E Global firm has the authority to obligate or 
otherwise bind any other L&E Global firm.
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